Introduction
Recent studies robustly demonstrate the impact that parents exert upon children's chronic pain experiences [11, 22, 37, 52] . A burgeoning body of research has explored numerous facets of parental functioning and pain responses [16, 18, 34, 44 ,49], including but not limited to parents' beliefs and worries about the child's pain [11, 14] , quality of the adolescent-parent relationship [31] , and interactional patterns, e.g., the extent to which parents encourage their child's adaptive or maladaptive pain responses [4, 54] . Complex transactional processes appear to link children's and parents' emotional, cognitive, and behavioral responses to pain, ultimately influencing the child's overall functioning [6,39,43,52].
Parental cognitive responses to pain, such as parental pain catastrophizing or exaggerated negative pain appraisals, have received recent attention [12, 13, 17, 48, 50] . Goubert et al. [11] demonstrated that parent pain catastrophizing influences both parents' emotional reactions to pain and child functional disability. Recent work further clarifies these associations [3], supporting a mediational pathway from parental pain catastrophizing to parental emotional distress and ultimately to child disability. Parental pain catastrophizing may be an important precursor to more observable parental pain responses and eventually to child outcomes.
Behaviorally, parental protective responses to pain emerge as another key influence on child outcomes. Walker and Zeman [53] introduced the term illness behavior encouragement to describe parental protective responses to children's pain behavior, e.g., increasing attention to pain symptoms or excusing the child from responsibilities. Subsequent studies further illustrated how parental protective responses link to poorer functional outcomes, serving as the proximal link between parents' internal reactions (e.g., cognitions, emotional distress) and child outcomes [26, 38, 42, 52] . These findings suggest a pathway from parental cognitions to parental behavioral pain responses to child functional outcomes.
To date, studies of parental responses to pain define child functional outcomes broadly, despite evidence that predictors of pain-
